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David L. Takes Us Back To The Eighties With Coming-Of-Age Novel – MY LIFE IS
A MOVIE And Asks The Question: “Can It All Be So Simple?”
Follow-up To Award-Winning OVER YOUR DEAD BODY And CHALK
OUTLINE CONFESSIONS Proves That Three Times Is The Charm!
New Release: April 2009 – MY LIFE IS A MOVIE (Total Package Publications,
2008, ISBN 978-09789276-2-2) by David L. Kayla Brown is living the classic
struggle for acceptance and respect at the crossroads of her life: the upcoming
senior spring dance, graduation and a new love in her life that everyone seems to
dislike. Her circle of friends includes Tamika, clearly her opposite in every
conceivable way and Donovan, Tilden High School’s star athlete as well as Tamika’s
boyfriend.
“I wanted to give my adult readers a glimpse into their childhood and relive things
that our youth today laugh at like the ten cent payphone, cassette tapes, and
beepers,” says David L. “Conversely, I also wanted to show my younger audience
that although we live in a much more technological era, the trials and tribulations of
young adulthood are pretty much has not changed at all.”
Kayla’s journey as she encounters dating, family drama, and tragedy clearly
demonstrate how choices dramatically impact one’s immediate future and of those
around them. She also believes the world revolves around her and very much like a
critically-acclaimed movie – everyone should be paying attention to her every move!
As in real life, Kayla, Tamika, and Donovan are engrossed in drama, danger and at
times, misfortune. Decisions are ultimately made, and as a result, repercussions are
inevitable.
“I wanted to focus on multiple characters throughout the book in order to show how
they deal with their individual misfortune and the unexpected in their own unique
way,” says David L. “We’re all different in how we do things, but some things
remain the same.”
David L. is the author of numerous published articles in various media outlets as
well as fiction novels. He works with various at-risk populations and readily
available for speaking engagements in the community. Additionally, he holds a
Bachelors Degree in Communications and Human Relations, as well as a Masters
Degree in Clinical Social Work Administration from Fordham University.
Additional information on David L. and his new novel, MY LIFE IS LIKE A
MOVIE may be obtained at http://www.totalpackagepublications.com
Email David L. at: contacttpp@totalpackagepublications.com

